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The manufacture of ethanol from corn starch in the dry mill ethanol industry (200+ plants in the US) involves 
the conversion of starch to ethanol via fermentation. Several volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are generated in this 
process. Some are controlled by wet scrubbers on the fermentation vents. Additional VOCs are driven off in the 
handling and drying of the dried grains and typically controlled by a regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO). The 
fermentation scrubbers and RTOs tend to be two of the larger sources of VOC emissions in an ethanol facility. 

The VOCs generated are the result of the natural actions of the enzymes and yeast on the various constituents of the corn 
that have been milled and added to the fermenters. While there is no single master list of VOCs from ethanol production, 
some common VOCs tested for include: acetaldehyde, acetic acid, acrolein, ethanol, ethyl acetate, formaldehyde, formic 
acid, 2-furaldehyde and methanol. 

Some of the VOCs emitted are also known as hazardous air pollutants (HAPs); these include acetaldehyde, acrolein, 
formaldehyde and methanol. The EPA has set a more stringent emission requirement for HAPs than VOCs in general. If any 
single HAP exceeds 10 tons per year per site or the total HAP exceeds 25 tons per year per site that site is considered to be 
a major source which then requires continuous emission monitoring.

The EPA provides several methods for testing and reporting the VOCs and HAPs generated in the production of 
ethanol. The most commonly used methods include Method 18, Method 25A and Method 320. Method 25A does not 
measure individual compounds, only the total hydrocarbon response of the gas stream to the standard, so it is not 
applicable for determining HAPs nor specific compound emission rates.

Problem	  

Due to the emission limits placed on HAPs, qualitative speciation and low level (ppm to ppb) quantification is required 
to demonstrate that the emission limit has not been exceeded

For Method 18, this involves the use of a sample train impinger to collect and concentrate the sample stream. All of the 
sample train solutions must be bottled, tagged and transported to an accredited lab for analysis using GC methods. 
Retesting becomes necessary if the QA/QC results are not within required specifications.

Method 25A is a flame ionization detection method which provides a total hydrocarbon value, but it is a non-
specific detection method so it cannot be used to determine HAPs.

Method 320 is an extractive FTIR technique which can speciate HAPs but is not sensitive enough for the 
required detection limits for some HAPs in part due to the high moisture content of the stream.

What is needed is an onsite, sensitive and chemical specific technique with a simple sampling procedure that the 
source tester can collect representative sample and determine a valid result and test in a matter of minutes, not days or 
weeks.

On-site Monitoring of Regenerative Thermal Oxidizers at Ethanol Plants 

Background	  

Solution

MAX Analytical has developed a new analytical technology, MAX™ (GC-FTIR), which is designed for complex analytical 
samples. MAX combines the separation power of gas chromatography with the identification and quantitative 
analysis power of absorption spectrometry.
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Using this patented technique, we 
have successfully shown the capability 
of collecting, separating and analyzing 
for these critical HAPs and VOCs at 
levels well below 1 ppmv. Percent 
recoveries for the analytes of interest 
using this method and a modified 
liquid injection port design are shown 
in Table 1.  All analyte dynamic 
spiking % recoveries were >85%.

In conclusion, we have determined by using our cryotrapping technique on MAX one can successfully, collect, 
speciate and quantify to the ppbv level those HAPs and VOCs of critical importance to the EPA. This will allow a source 
tester to obtain and test for a result for these compounds on-site, without the need for an external lab. Recovery 
rates using this technique are >85% and detection limits are in the ppbv range, showing that this technology is on a 
par with the current EPA GC methods. This method also removes the need for bulky sample trains and multiple bottle 
collection, everything is trapped within the cryotrap. Our sales and applications group at Max can show you how this 
advantage can save time and money for the source tester.

The detection limits for 6 components 
from a 100 µL sample and 43% moisture 
stream are listed in Table 2 to the left. If 
the sample stream contained less 
moisture, the detection limits will 
improve since the concentration factor 
will be greater.

MAX does not incorporate the small light pipe technology used in traditional GC-FTIR systems. Rather, MAX 
incorporates a patented technology where the eluting gases are drawn and trapped within a multiple-pass gas cell for 
extended measurement. In addition, moisture interference is reduced since the infrared signal is incorporated into the 
spectral background. The multiple-pass cell, along with spectral time averaging, can generate very low detection limits. 
In addition, this design allows for constant instrument-to-instrument calibrations where the GC does not affect the 
calibration, and the system requires only a nitrogen carrier gas. The sampling time is normally in the 10 to 20-minute 
range but could be longer or shorter depending on the level of moisture in the sample stream.

Since a typical RTO sample stream consists of some light HAPs which do not trap well on a standard TDT and the 
stream can contain >35% moisture, a cryotrapping sampling system was developed. In this sampling system, the entire 
sample stream passes into and is trapped in a stainless-steel u-tube/impinger cooled with liquid nitrogen. After 
sampling is completed, the sample containing u-tube is sealed and brought to room temperature. Once melted, the 
liquid concentrate is poured off into a septum-sealed glass vial.  A number of aliquots can then be run on MAX (GC-
FTIR) via direct injection.   The MAX injection port is designed to handle large volume injections of water (≤ 100 µL) 
without effect on the analysis. 

Results	  




